Product Specification:
Kiva Height Adjustable Bath
The Kiva height adjustable bath (with optional Neatfold
stretcher as shown) has been designed and built by
Astor-Bannerman without compromise. Generous
internal and external dimensions help to give more
comfort and space for the bather to stretch and relax
their muscles.
The free standing Kiva bath is one of the original
capacious baths in the disability bathing market that
looks and feels like a true classic bath and has been
specifically designed to blend into any bathroom
environment.

Shown with optional Neatfold Stretcher folded down

Kiva Bath

As with all Astor-Bannerman baths, the Kiva high low bath is made using the highest quality materials including
twin actuators and smooth rail systems to ensure stability and is one of the quietest height adjustable baths on
the market today.
With clear access for mobile hoists and ceiling hoists, the Kiva assisted bath comes with a range of features and
options to suit the ever changing needs of the user, from childhood through to adulthood. The Kiva bath is
designed to help people get on with life.
This specialist bath can accommodate a wide range of internal bathing supports and can also be fitted with the
Astor-Bannerman patented Neatfold showering, dressing and changing system. When the Kiva is in the lowest
position, it can be used by all the family then raised to a comfortable working height for ease of assisted bathing
and care to reduce the risk of back strain.
The Kiva disability care bath has a 3 year warranty* for complete peace of mind and is has range of thermostatic
mixer tap options and a WRAS approved gantry shower if required.

With low profile taps, spa,
lights & Bluetooth speakers

With optional 3 stage
backrest

SWL 280kg/44st
Height range 700mm - 1000mm (300mm)
External dimensions 1960mm (L) x 755mm (W)
Height-adjustable (mains electric)
Handset operation
Handset controlled auto fill (with low profile taps only)
Battery backup
Floor and ceiling hoist access
Extra quiet and smooth
3 Year warranty*

*Terms and conditions apply

With Neatfold Stretcher
folded down for use

With Neatfold Stretcher
folded up

Thermostatic valves with shower attachment
WRAS shower gantry system
Neatfold shower and changing stretcher
Air spa system
Integrated Bluetooth music/sound system
LED colour changing light system
Internal knee block
Telescopic knee brace
Body support cushions
Head and neck support cushions
Universal footboard
3 Stage backrest support
Range of service & warranty packages Contact for more information

Model:

Kiva Height Adjustable Bath

Product Code/s:

00.014.00.0001

Dimensions:

1960mm (L) x 755mm (W)

Height Range:

700mm - 1000mm (300mm)
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Kiva Bath

Options:
LED Light

Service

Many More

Dependency Level:

Application:

Technical Drawing:
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